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BUREAU VERITAS FRANCE LAUNCHES ITS ‘FLIGHT DATA
ANALYSIS’ SERVICE IN PARTERNSHIP WITH ERGOSS
To support aviation safety improvement in an increasingly connected aeronautic industry, Bureau
Veritas offers a service dedicated to Flight Data Analysis, based on Ergoss's SARA software. This
offer aims at optimizing flight safety management and more generally the operational performance
of airline companies.
With more than 230,000 flights
recorded on July 25 2019, this day
became the busiest in aviation history,
just ahead of the previous record set
the day before1.
Aviation safety is a major issue and the
new Bureau Veritas "Flight Data
Analysis" solution allows airline
companies to benchmark flight
operations worldwide.
Bureau Veritas France launches a new
service of "Flight Data Analysis" dedicated to airline companies. This solution combines the expertise of
data analysts and pilots from Bureau Veritas Aeronautics & Space Agency together with the software
SARA, developed by Ergoss, a french start up born in Toulouse.
This solution and its dynamic reporting tools provide real support for decision-making, reinforced by
Bureau Veritas experts’ knowledge. Thus, airline companies can save valuable time and achieve their
objectives more easily with a tool adapted to their specificities and the hazards of air transport.
"We have been working for many years with airline companies on setting up their flight data analysis
program. Today, we are very proud to propose, in partnership with ERGOSS, an integrated service
combining the best skills in software development, data analysis and aviation safety expertise. Our
solution makes flight data analysis a real asset for managing effectively flight safety and operational
performance. For example, we have recently conducted an analysis for an airline that led to identify a
saving of more than €500 000 through a shift in approaching procedures. Among current customers, the
smallest airlines players trust our combined expertise while larger companies are looking for challenging
their internal practices" explains Antoine BLIN, Aeronautics & Space Director, Bureau Veritas France.
"Ergoss has been collaborating with Bureau Veritas experts in the field of flight data interpretation for
several years. The huge collective experience accumulated by our two entities has resulted in a unique
collaboration with Bureau Veritas in order to propose a complete assistance service to airlines operators
whether they are starting operations, managing an important change or simply outsourcing the solution.
This allows Ergoss to pursue developing its innovations and focus on supporting the operators who directly
use SARA as a SaaS worldwide."
Fabrice TRICOIRE, Chief Executive Officer ERGOSS / SARA FOQA Solutions
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Bureau Veritas relies on its global presence to deploy this solution and is already thinking, with its partner
Ergoss, about the next innovations in order to continuously enhance the completeness and efficiency of
the solution.

About Bureau Veritas
Bureau Veritas is a world leader in laboratory testing, inspection and certification services. Created in 1828, the Group has
more than 77,000 employees located in more than 1,500 offices and laboratories around the globe. Bureau Veritas helps its
clients improve their performance by offering services and innovative solutions, in order to ensure that their assets, products,
infrastructure and processes meet standards and regulations in terms of quality, health and safety, environmental protection
and social responsibility. Bureau Veritas is listed on Euronext Paris and belongs to the Next 20 index. Compartment A, ISIN
code FR 0006174348, stock symbol: BVI. For more information, visit https://bureauveritas.com

About ERGOSS
Established in 2009, Ergoss developed the first ever fully cloud based FDM/FOQA software, named SARA, with first release
in 2011. Ergoss set-up consists of automated scalability and numerous concurrent users for its software suite, with no IT cost
and burden on operator’s side. Users are offered unlimited power and storage capacity to process their aircraft flight data,
making it possible for individuals to access their analysis and trends, anywhere, anytime, over secured log on. Today (Q3/2019),
with over 2000 aircraft constantly forwarding flight data to SARA, Ergoss has Customers in Canada, USA, South America,
Europe, Middle East and Asia. With main offices in Toulouse Blagnac, Ergoss also supports Customers from offices in Dallas
(USA) and Shanghai (China).
To know more, visit http://www.ergoss.net
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